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Feature Points

Overall Program Structure 8
File "gui.py" that loads without error 5
Correct "main" handling 1
Determine current user and display (e.g., in title bar) 1
Ability to "fake" current user 1

Basic GUI Functionality 82
Working online user list 10
Good layout

Can "fake" list of online users

Should handle many users correctly (scale, scroll, etc.)

Should provide mechanism for grouping into friends and others

Working chat invitation control 10
Should retrieve selected user(s) from list

May launch an "invitation pending" window

May just launch the chat window directly

Working chat window 10
Provides chat transcript

Provides mechanism for entering new text

Text entered locally is displayed in the transcript

Window is dismissable

Should show list of current members

Multiple simultaneous chats should be supported 10
Working invitation window 10
Should provide controls to accept or reject an invitation

Accept should launch a chat window

Reject should close window

NOTE: since this first version won't use the network, there should be some way to explicitly trigger the 
appearance of the invitation window. This could be a separate function in the gui.py file that I can call, or 
a button that launches it, etc.
File Transfer 20
Drag-and-drop to send file

"Faked" notification (accept/reject/block) upon transfer

Browse shared files of a remote peer

Manage local inbox of received files

Display log or other notification about when a remote peer accesses my shared files

Housekeeping 10
Controls to set my icon. This can be a simple file selector for an image file.

Controls to set my "info page" (a local web page with information about me)

Controls to select a directory to be used as my shared files directory

Controls to change my availability status (for example: away, available, etc...)

Controls to manage friends list

Social Networking 2



Feature Points

Basic GUI Functionality 82

Social Networking 2
Display a window that will eventually be used for degrees-of-separation visualization, and a window that 
will eventually be used for location visualization
Display information page for a remote peer (content of this page can be faked for now)

NOTE: since this code won't use the network, there should be some way to explicitly trigger the 
appearance of any invitation/confirmation/notification windows (for filesharing and chat). This could be a 
separate function in the gui.py file that I can call, or a button that launches it, etc.  Also, you can "fake" 
the file contents of a peers shared files directory; other functionality should work however.

Bonus 20
Animation: slow-in/slow-out transitions, fades of icons, etc. 10
Ability to customize look and feel (fonts, colors, layout) 10


